Academic Committee Meeting
Monday, October 31, 2016 - 5:00 | Engineering Student Centre (ESC) Room 210

I. Introductions

II. Awards
- SUS Leadership
  - Specific leaders in a club
    - Did anything significant for the club?
  - Dedicated students that create FB pages for classes, post classes
    - Ask professors to nominate students that stood out
  - Research - research leadership
  - Peer Leadership -
    - UBC SUS awards via SSC - long term project (VP Finance)
    - On the SUS page - add a nomination form :-)
      - Good leader, good TA
      - List the name of the person, why and how they created such an
        amazing experience for you
    - Voting poll? - could end up being a popularity contest
      - TABLED
  - (Undergraduate) Teaching Excellence Awards
    - Undergraduate TAs, Peer Tutors
    - Depends on what faculty - doesn’t matter, for the general benefit for Science
      students
    - Contact the Union :)

III. Events
- Happy Beef?
  - TABLED

IV. Peer Advising
- Information to get access to the email & tumblr
- Get SSC info :)
- Ask Erin
V. Timeline for the Year
   - TABLED

VI. Photos for CS Campaign
   - Write a name of a friend who’s in CS (Not the SUS CS Rep)

VIII. Standardized Syllabi
   - Daniel presentation
   - Policy consultation suggestions:

Taking Feedback until November 15th